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Chip-Select Generation for a 33.33-MHz MC6803~~”:
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Microprocessor and a 33.33-MHz MC68882 ,~~$’
Floating-Point Coprocessor
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The purpose of this engineering bulletin is to provide an interface recomm~~e~’for systems that
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use both the MC68030 second-generation microprocessor and a floating$a~~koprocessor (FPCP)
at 33.33 MHz. Interfacing the MC68030 and an MC68882 is simpleJ[$$$J~Jy part of the interface
that requires external logic is the generation of chip select (=). The Q&~*VNeration circuit discussed
in this document also operates correctly for 25 MHz speed MC6@Q30S?MC68020s, MC68882S, and
MC68881S.
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The major concern of a system designer is to design a x<fn~~rface that meets the AC Electrical
Specifications for both the MC68030 (MPU) and the ~@8882 (FPCP) without adding unnecessary
wait states to FPCP accesses. The followinq maxim~m’’’%~ecif ications (relative to CLK low) meet
these
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objectives: ~,,. “$:
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tCLK low to ~ Iow<(MPU Spec 1 -,MP,y ‘&pec 47A – FPCP Spec 19) (1)
.,}{.!*9a,

tCLK low to CS Iow<(MPU Spe.$~~~-kPU Spec 47A – FPCP Spec 19) (2)
.,:>,.J:l. “’,:i.j~*~’,x..

though requirement (1) is n@$%el under worst-case conditions, if the MPU address strobe

(AS) is loaded within specifica~~~&~nd the AS input to the FPCP is unbuffered, the requirement
is met under typical conditi~p~~ ‘Designing the ~ generation circuit to meet requirement (2)
provides the highest prob~~l$~that accesses to the FPCP occur without unnecessary wait states,
A PAL 16L8 (Figure 1) ,~R@’?#maximum propagation delay of 7.5 ns, programmed according to
the equations in Fi~y~~~,*J’~an be used to generate ~. For a 33.33-MHz system, tCLK low to ~
IOWS8 ns when th~~:~,@ign is used, Should worst-case conditions cause tCLK low to ~ low to
exceed require@~~~ (1), one wait state is inserted in the access to the FPCP; no other adverse
effect occur%%~b?e 3 shows the bus cycle timing for this interface, Refer to MC6888?/MC68882
F/eating-P~~$~bprocessor User’s Manual for FPCP specifications,
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In con~u~bn, the suggested interface considers the results of characterization data of the MC68030
an#~~~&8882. This interface meets all the MC68030/MC68882 specifications and assu res the most
@f&@@ntaccesses to the MC68882..,.,,,,,>.,\.,‘t;%.‘~.,,
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Figure 1. Chip-Select Generation PAL

;coprocessor id= $1
;qualified by MPU clock low

;cpu space= $7
;coprocessor access= $2
;coprocessor id= $1
;qualified by address strobe low

;cpu space= $7
;coprocessor access= $2
;coprocessor id= $1
;qualified by CLKD (delayed CLK) low

Figure 2. PAL Equations
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